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Abstract: Learning progressions, or sequences of how ideas and practices develop within domains, are increasingly a focus of science education research. Recently, researchers have called for these progressions to be used as interpretive frameworks for teachers’ instructional planning and assessment practices. In this study, we explore data from two high schools collected in two studies. In the first study, we engaged with teachers to develop and refine a learning progression for natural selection alongside formative assessments. In the second study, we took this learning progression to teachers at a different school, and used it to co-develop formative assessments and plan units. We adopt a communities of practice perspective to frame two case studies of these schools, taking the learning progression as a boundary object that not only maintained its meaning across the two different communities, but also took up different meanings within each community. We found that the learning community that helped to develop the learning progression used it as an opportunity to bring previously disparate units into sync, and to develop and enact a common sequence of formative assessments within their unit. In contrast, at the second school, teachers struggled to make sense of the learning progression within the accountability context of their school, as well as other tools provided them by the school and district. These results indicate that teachers could potentially benefit from the opportunity to co-develop learning progressions with researchers that capture their ideas that are shared within the community; however, if learning progressions are not in sync with other tools provided to teachers to structure their planning, they will not be taken up in the same way. © 2014 Wiley Periodicals, Inc. J Res Sci Teach
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The science education research community has recently devoted considerable effort to develop sequences of how students come to learn concepts and practices within a domain, also called learning progressions. Corcoran, Mosher, and Rogat (2009) defined learning progressions as “hypothesized descriptions of the successively more sophisticated ways student thinking about an important domain of knowledge or practice develops as children learn about and investigate that domain over an appropriate span of time” (p. 37). They represent some kind of developmental sequence that emphasizes the connectedness of concepts, practices, or the interrelationship of both within a domain (Songer, Kelcey, & Gotwals, 2009).

Given these characteristics, learning progressions are fundamentally different from representations of learning goals that teachers normally encounter in the course of their daily work. Tools more often provided to teachers to guide their planning include standards documents
developed at the district or state level or assessment frameworks associated with an alphabet soup of state-level assessments. Schools and school districts may also rely upon pacing guides, which are “created by school district leaders to help teachers stay on track and to ensure curricular continuity across schools in the district” (David, 2008, p. 87).

The Taking Science to School report by the National Research Council argued that the National Science Education Standards (National Research Council, 1996) did not provide an adequate basis for designing effective curriculum sequences because they took in too much content, were phrased in simple declarative statements that were not grounded in the material world and reasoning practices, and did not reflect research into the development of student understanding (National Research Council, 2007). This report proposed “A sequencing that is more deeply informed by research on children’s learning such that the sequences are grounded also in what we know about the ideas children bring to the classroom that can form the foundation for developing understanding of scientific ideas” (p. 216). They also stated, “At present, most decisions about instruction and curriculum sequences in science have not been guided by a long-term understanding of learning progressions that are grounded in the findings of contemporary cognitive, developmental, education, and science studies research” (p. 215). A movement is currently underway, supported by the Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS) (Achieve, Inc., 2013; BOSE, 2012), to base disciplinary core ideas and practices on underlying progressions and to connect those progressions within and across grade bands.

Some researchers have argued that learning progressions might serve as tools that can help teachers understand how knowledge and practices develop within a domain in ways that standards documents and pacing guides have not. This constitutes what the National Research Council (2007) framed as “a very different approach to describing learning sequences . . . that is more centrally grounded in building an understanding of conceptual frameworks” (p. 215). Heritage (2008) argued that learning progressions might be tools to support teachers’ instructional planning, enabling them to “focus on important learning goals in the domain, centering their attention on what the student will learn rather that what the student will do (i.e., the learning activity)” (p. 5).

Heritage (2008) also argued that learning progressions could serve as tools to support teachers in conducting formative assessment; in fact, she stated that these tools were foundational to eliciting information about student learning, providing feedback, and involving students in classroom assessment.

Similarly, Bennett (2011) viewed learning progressions as helpful models for teachers in making inferences about what students know as part of the formative assessment process. Learning progressions could be used to “indicate steps toward mastery on key components of the cognitive-domain model, tasks to provide evidence about student standing with respect to those learning progressions, techniques fit to that substantive area, and a process for teachers to implement that is closely linked to the preceding materials and, therefore, to the domain in question” (p. 16). Furtak (2009) also argued that learning progressions could scaffold teachers’ design and enactment of formative assessment tools.

However, little empirical research has been performed that explores the ways in which learning progressions might support instructional practices as these researchers suggest. While Furtak (2012) studied the ways that a learning progression helped teachers to notice and attend to student ideas about natural selection during conversations intended to elicit student thinking, little is still known about how learning progressions might support teachers in their instructional planning and assessment design. Indeed, Pellegrino (2012) recently argued that “there is much left to do in mapping out learning progressions for multiple areas of the science curriculum, most especially in ways that can effectively guide the design of instruction and assessment” (p. 835).
Furthermore, the ways that teachers balance the new information contained in learning progressions with other tools intended to support their planning has yet to be studied.

For a model of this type of analysis, we turn to Cobb, McClain, De Silva Lamberg, and Dean (2003), who explored how mathematics teachers were enlisted to assist in revising a district pacing guide, and how this process helped them to contribute to improvement of teaching in the district and broaden their purview beyond their individual classrooms. Cobb and colleagues argued that it is critical to explore tools and artifacts used by teachers in order to understand how they function within communities, and how those tools organize the activity of members of that community. They stated, “the use of tools and artifacts is a relatively inconspicuous, recurrent, and taken-for-granted aspect of school life that is underdeveloped in the research literature both on teacher professional development and on policy and educational leadership” (p. 14).

In this paper, we follow Cobb et al.’s framing as we explore how learning progressions served as tools to support the instructional planning and formative assessment of teachers in the work of two teacher learning communities in two separate studies.

Theoretical Framing

In this analysis, we adopt a situated view of learning (Lave & Wenger, 1991) to explore how teachers from two different schools created and engaged with a learning progression intended to support their curriculum planning and everyday assessment practices. The situated perspective “focuses on properties of activity systems, specifically on principles of coordination between the various components of such systems—the participants, the technological tools in the environment, and the informational structures and practices of the participants in the subject-matter domain of their activities” (Greeno, 2006, p. 87). From this perspective, we characterize learning as changing participation in communities of practice and as inseparable from the contexts in which it occurs (Rogoff, 1995).

Communities of Practice

According to Cobb et al. (2003), teaching is a distributed activity, and as such teachers’ instructional practices are situated “within the institutional settings of the schools and school districts in which they work” (p. 13). Based on this view of teaching, Cobb et al. (2003) drew upon Lave and Wenger’s (1991) communities of practice perspective as an analytic framing. Wenger (1998) identified three characteristics of the practices shared by members of a community: mutual engagement, joint enterprise, and a shared repertoire. Practices in themselves are not abstract, but exist in interactions individuals have with each other. Learning, then, includes “evolving forms of mutual engagement . . . understanding and tuning their enterprise . . . [and] developing their repertoire, styles, and discourses” (p. 95). This mutual engagement is carried out in service of a joint enterprise, or a shared goal or purpose to which the members of the community are mutually accountable. Finally, these practices involve a shared repertoire of “routines, words, tools, ways of doing things, stories, gestures, symbols, genres, actions, or concepts that the community has produced or adopted in the course of its existence, and which have become part of its practice.” (p. 83).

As individuals negotiate meaning within their communities, their participation is coordinated and mediated through their shared repertoire. Members of communities come to create tools within their repertoires that capture and represent the knowledge and practices of those communities. Wenger (1998) termed this the process of reification, or “the process of giving form to our experience by producing objects that congeal this experience into “thingness.” In so doing we create points of focus around which the negotiation of meaning becomes organized” (p. 58). As multiple communities interact, boundary objects, or objects that are incorporated into the
practices of two or more communities and maintain their meaning and coherence across those communities (Star, 2010; Star & Griesemer, 1989), are other important sites for participation and negotiation of meaning (Wenger, 1998).

Tools and Boundary Objects

Tools intended to support instruction surround teachers, including district, state, and national standards, pacing guides, curriculum materials, nearly limitless lesson plans and activities available on the internet, and other resources located at the school. It becomes a great challenge for teachers working together or independently to make sense of these tools, evaluate them, and draw upon them in the course of their daily planning and assessment design.

The role that tools such as these play within communities and the way that those tools travel from place to place while maintaining their shape and meaning is a key piece of the communities of practice perspective. Huberman (1993) described teaching as a tool-centered profession and interactions among teachers in traditional collaborations as consisting primarily of exchanging activities and lessons in order for teachers to expand their instructional repertoires. Similarly, Cobb et al. (2003) described the “tool-mediated nature of both teaching and instructional leadership” (p. 22) and noted that organizing for teaching and learning is a central function of teaching, whereby teachers identify instructional goals and select and adapt instructional activities, assessments, and other resources with their colleagues.

Given the tool-mediated nature of teaching, it follows that studying how different tools are created, appropriated, and used within different communities would be an important focus of study. Indeed, Kazemi and Hubbard (2008) argued that analyses of professional development should focus on boundary objects, or artifacts that move between professional development meetings and teachers’ classrooms. Following Star and Griesemer’s (1989) framing, boundary objects “inhabit several intersecting social worlds . . . and satisfy the informational requirements of each of them” (p. 393). These artifacts are flexible enough to adapt to individual needs, and at the same time robust enough to keep a common meaning across sites. Star (2010) clarified that “boundary objects are at once temporal, based in action, subject to reflection and local tailoring, and distributed through all these dimensions” (p. 603). Boundary objects provide opportunities for learning through coordination when diverse practices cooperate even in the absence of consensus (Akkerman & Bakker, 2011; Star, 2010).

Learning Progressions: What Are They, and Who Are They For?

Learning progressions are defined as “descriptions of the successively more sophisticated ways of thinking about a topic that can follow one another as children learn about and investigate a topic over a broad span of time” (NRC, 2007, p. 205). They are representations of hypotheses about the pathways that students are likely to follow as they learn about disciplinary core ideas and practices (Corcoran et al., 2009) and are anchored on one side by “what is known about the concepts and reasoning of students entering school” (NRC, 2007, p. 219) and at the other end by “societal expectations (values) about what society wants . . . students to understand about science” (p. 220). In the middle, learning progressions suggest intermediate understandings that are “reasonably coherent networks of ideas and practices and that contribute to building a more mature understanding. It is important to note that some of the important precursor ideas may not look like the later ideas, yet they crucially contribute to their construction” (p. 220). An important quality of learning progressions, therefore, is the way that they are not only logical analyses of ideas in a domain, but also represent how student ideas develop along the way to more sophisticated thinking.
Among the first published learning progressions are Catley, Lehrer, and Reiser’s (2005) progression for evolution, and Smith, Wiser, Charles, and Krajcik’s (2006) progression for matter and the atomic-molecular theory. Since then, a relative explosion of publications on learning progressions has occurred in top journals in science education (Duschl, Maeng, & Sezen, 2011). However, despite the profusion of learning progressions in the research literature, there is still not clear agreement within the community as to what constitutes a learning progression (e.g., Shavelson, 2009), or for whom learning progressions are intended. The preceding division suggests that learning progressions be used as underlying frameworks for curriculum materials to promote coherence and spiraling across the curriculum, or for assessments to improve their diagnostic function. However, a smaller subset of researchers is beginning to argue that learning progressions might also be provided to teachers to serve as models for how understanding develops in a domain (Bennett, 2011; Furtak, 2012; Heritage, 2008), and therefore may be ideally suited to support teachers in designing and enacting formative assessment in their classrooms. Since the ideas students share are often convoluted, rife with scientific misunderstandings and everyday ideas, and difficult to understand, teachers may benefit from a scaffold in the form of a learning progression to help them anticipate and interpret the ideas students share. In this sense, a learning progression is a kind of map that represents the complex terrain of student thinking within a domain.

**Learning Progressions and Formative Assessment**

The process of attending and responding to student ideas in the course of instruction has been called formative assessment (Black & William, 1998). When teachers engage in formative assessment they set instructional goals for their students, measure their students’ progress toward those goals, and take steps to support students in moving forward (Black & Wiliam, 2009). While prior definitions of formative assessment have delineated a series of steps in which a teacher elicits and responds to student thinking (e.g., NRC, 2001), we add participants to Bennett’s (2011) framing of formative assessment as consisting of a network of practices and tools. As a practice, formative assessment consists of the actions in which students and teachers engage when ideas are made explicit, such as a teacher sharing criteria for quality work (Coffey, 2003; Sadler, 1989) or whereby a teacher notices student thinking, asks questions, responds to student ideas, and provides feedback to advance student learning. When viewed as tools, formative assessments are the objects that create opportunities for students to share their thinking with their teacher and peers. Finally, the participants in formative assessment are teachers and students, and formative assessment is most accurately conceived as requiring active participation of both.

Formative assessment has often been described as a domain-general practice; however, various authors have argued for the need for content-specific formative assessment practices (Bennett, 2011; Coffey, Hammer, Levin, & Grant, 2011). These authors have argued that teachers need content-specific understanding of both common student ideas within a domain, as well as ways that students develop understanding within that domain. Given that learning progressions are models for how students may develop understanding within particular content domains, they provide a model for teachers to understand their students’ learning trajectories, as well as predict areas in which students commonly have problems and plan formative assessment to attend to those different ideas.

A number of studies have documented teachers’ struggles in enacting formative assessment practices, and have identified the challenges teachers face in determining appropriate feedback moves (e.g., Furtak, 2012; Furtak et al., 2008; Heritage, Kim, Vendlinski, & Herman, 2009). In these studies, teachers are often provided with formative assessments and researchers explore the ways in which those assessments are enacted. A smaller subset of studies has explored the
process of teachers developing their own assessments as guides for their instruction, an approach that acknowledges the unique role teachers occupy in capturing and depicting what their students know and are able to do (Gardner, 2010). For instance, Atkin, Coffey, Moorthy, Sato, and Thibeault’s (2005) CAPITAL project explored how researchers could support science teachers over long periods of time in developing formative assessments for a variety of instructional units. Results of this study indicated nonlinear changes in teachers’ practices, influenced by their beliefs and values. Participation in the project enabled teachers to better listen to students, and to broaden their views of assessment (Coffey, Sato, & Thibeault, 2005). In addition, researchers at King’s College London have established a variety of approaches to supporting teacher assessment (e.g., Black et al., 2004), and have identified improvements in teachers’ practices and their views of student learning (Harrison, 2005). Other studies have similarly identified variability in the quality of teacher-designed assessment tasks and feedback (e.g., Beason, 1993; Clare et al., 2002), and benefits for teachers’ understanding and enactment of formative assessment as well as student learning (Brookhart, Moss, & Long, 2010).

Learning Progressions as Tools for Teacher Learning Communities

In our work we have used learning progressions as tools for teachers to plan formative assessments, to evaluate and categorize student ideas, and to provide feedback to students. We acknowledge that coming to understand how to use learning progressions, like other ambitious changes to teaching practice, takes time and ongoing support from colleagues. Prior studies have explored how sustained engagement in professional development can help teachers to increasingly attend to student thinking (e.g., Borko, Jacobs, Eiteljorg, & Pittman, 2008; Furtak, 2012). Given this framing, one might imagine that learning progressions could be used to structure learning and teaching in a variety of ways. For example, teachers could partner with researchers to develop learning progressions as embodiments of their own knowledge of the content and student thinking about it. Conversely, learning progressions might be provided to teachers in a format to inform teachers’ instructional planning and everyday assessment practices.

We have employed learning progressions in both of these ways as the central tools around which we have built teacher learning communities. McLaughlin and Talbert’s (2006) model of a teacher learning community builds on the situated perspective of learning (Rogoff, 1995) to describe contexts in which teachers work collaboratively to reflect on their own practice, examine evidence of student outcomes, and make proactive changes to improve the quality of teaching and learning at their school. This model posits that teachers’ work will be best improved by working in single content areas (Loughran, Mulhall, & Berry, 2004). Doing so allows teachers to discover and remedy weaknesses in their content knowledge and share stories of enactment to gather ‘existence proofs’ of how new practices can work at their own school site (Wiliam & Thompson, 2007).

Research Question

In the course of our research, we have conducted two distinct studies in which we have used a learning progression for natural selection to structure teachers’ curriculum planning and formative assessment practices. In the first study, the Daphne Project, teachers iteratively developed and enacted formative assessments at the same time that they refined and developed a learning progression that captured the community’s teaching and ideas about natural selection. In the second study, the Elevate Project, we took a revised version of the learning progression from the Daphne Project to teachers at a second school and used it to guide their instructional planning and formative assessment design and enactment.

In this paper, we view the learning progression as a boundary object that was created in one community of teachers and then revised and taken by the researchers into a different community of
teachers to support their everyday assessment practices. We will explore differences in how teachers described and used the learning progression, how this boundary object took on different meaning in the different communities, and the ways in which teachers were challenged in making sense of the learning progression as one of many tools they were dealing with in the course of their planning. Our intention is to use this framing to better understand the promise and potential challenges of learning progressions when used directly as tools to inform instructional planning and student assessment.

We explore the ways in which two different communities of teachers - each with different participants and located in different contexts - used the learning progression to develop and enact formative assessment and surrounding instructional units. Specifically, we respond to the following research question: How did the learning progression act as a boundary object to coordinate the work of the two communities in making instructional plans, developing formative assessments, and interpreting student ideas?

Method

To respond to our research question, we employed a multiple case study approach (Merriam, 1998). We rely upon theoretical replication logic (Yin, 2003) by treating the two studies as independent cases with similar theoretical foundations and structures, but acknowledge that the cases will necessarily differ due to the different contexts of the participants and schools, as well as the role the learning progression played in the course of the work. To respond to the research question posed in this paper, we analyzed three sources of data: videotaped professional development meetings, interviews with teachers participating in the studies, and artifacts such as district pacing guides and learning progressions used by those teachers. We used these multiple sources of data to triangulate claims about the role the learning progression played within each community. In the following section, we will describe the two contexts of the studies, the sources of data we drew upon from each, and our analytic approach.

Participants

The cases presented in this paper are drawn from two multiple-year research studies conducted over non-overlapping time periods. The first study, called the Daphne Project, was conducted from 2008 to 2010 at a single high school. The second study, called the Educatve Learning Progressions as Tools for Teacher Development (Elevate) Project, took place at three high schools starting in 2010. Each project was conducted at a different school in the same large district located near a large city in the Western US: Springfield High School from the Daphne Project, and Monroe High School from the Elevate Project (all school and teacher names are pseudonyms). We will briefly describe each school before introducing the participating teachers and providing information about the district pacing guides in use at each school. Table 1 provides an overview of the demographics at each school.

**Springfield High School.** Springfield High School is located in the suburban center of the Harris County School District, and with about 2,000 students is one of the larger high schools in the district. The school has magnet programs that attract a large number of open-enrollment students from outside the school bounds and, as a result, students in the magnet programs are more likely to be open-enrolled from other schools in the district. Table 1 illustrates Springfield’s high test scores and graduation rates, and shows that Springfield students are similar to the district proportions of free and reduced lunch and Hispanic students.

To cover the large number of biology courses taught in the normal and magnet tracks of the school, there were seven full-time science teachers who taught at least one section of a general
During the first year of the study there were six full-time teachers and one student teacher in the study, and during the second year another teacher from the department—who had chosen not to participate the first year—joined the study, and a second, different student teacher participated in the spring term. These teachers participated in monthly professional development facilitated by two university researchers, one of whom is the first author of this paper. Table 2 summarizes characteristics of the participating teachers.

During the 2 years of the Daphne Study, the district provided teachers with a “Year at a Glance,” a one-page-sheet that illustrated the sequence of units for the year of 10th grade biology, and how many weeks were to be spent on each. Units were roughly spaced on a calendar and generally aligned with major conceptual areas in biology, such as cell processes, cell reproduction, classification, and body systems. The pacing guide was accompanied what the district called the
CAP-A document, a page-long explanation of goals, essential questions, and objectives for what students were expected to know and be able to do. Based on the CAP-A, teachers were expected to teach evolution for 4 weeks, starting at the beginning of the spring semester in January and carrying into the beginning of February.

Monroe High School. Atypical cases can fill in gaps about what is known about a phenomenon (Merriam, 1998); thus, we selected Monroe High School from the three Elevate schools as it presented the largest contrast with Springfield. Monroe is the smallest high school in the district and is closer to the large city that the school district borders. As Table 1 illustrates, Monroe has a greater population of students of color, English language learners, and students on free and reduced lunch as compared to Springfield High and the rest of the school district. Its test scores are also well below district averages.

Given Monroe’s small size, there were only three teachers who taught biology to students in the 10th grade during the years of the study (see Table 2). At the behest of the school principal, and reflecting the school’s emphasis on cross-departmental learning communities, the other two science teachers who covered chemistry, physics and environmental science classes, as well as an Assistant Principal, also attended the monthly professional development meetings. The monthly professional development was facilitated by the two university researchers who are the authors of this paper.

During the second year of the Elevate project, the district implemented a new version of the CAP document curriculum and pacing guide (CAP-B). The CAP-B re-sequenced the units over the course of the school year and reduced the amount of content required for teachers to cover. For example, CAP-A had nine units across the academic year and CAP-B reduced that to six units. CAP-A required teachers to teach evolution as the fourth unit of the year after the unit on genetics and before the ecology unit, whereas CAP-B moved evolution to the last unit of year following a unit on homeostasis. Furthermore, the CAP-A roughly corresponded with canonical units from biology (e.g., cell reproduction, genetics, classification, human body systems), whereas the CAP-B reorganized and renamed units (e.g., impact of humans on the environment, disruption to homeostasis).

Professional Development Approach

The two studies shared a common professional development model and approach. In each study, university researchers met on-site with the department of biology teachers monthly to discuss the learning progression, the ideas it represented, and to use information from the learning progression to inform formative assessment design and enactment. Teachers’ participation in the professional development meetings was guided by an iterative, five-step professional development cycle (Figure 1). The purpose of the cycle was to situate teachers’ work in their own classrooms and to draw upon their own knowledge and experiences to develop, enact, and revise a set of common formative assessments (Furtak, 2009). Both studies started at the beginning of the school year with teachers Exploring Student Ideas as well their own understandings of the domain at hand by reviewing student response patterns to a diagnostic assessment administered at the beginning of the year, and by looking at samples of student work from other schools. In the second step, teachers Developed Tools designed to elicit more information about these student ideas during instruction. In the third step, teachers Practiced Using the Tools by rehearsing using the formative assessments together, categorizing samples of student work, and anticipating student responses and the feedback they might provide those students. The fourth step had the teachers Enact the Tools during their instructional units and collect student work. Finally, at the end of the
school year, teachers Reflected on Enactment by exploring examples of student work and looking for patterns in student responses.

At the center of the professional development at each school was the learning progression, although its role in the intent of the professional development was different at each school. At Springfield, teachers were asked to draw upon their experiences in going through the cycle to inform construction of the learning progression; for example, by reflecting on their current instruction to identify organizing themes for the learning progression by creating a visual representation of the big ideas about natural selection and activities they used to teach it (Loughran et al., 2004). In this case, researchers brought their own representation of natural selection in the form of an initial, draft learning progression, as well as summaries of research into common student naïve ideas about natural selection. At the same time, the researchers encouraged teachers to reflect on their own understandings of natural selection at the outset of the study, and ended each year by determining if the learning progression captured the variation in student thinking they observed during instruction.

In contrast, at Monroe, researchers brought a completed learning progression to teachers and carefully presented the different ideas it contained, providing descriptions of the different categories of ideas and examples of student responses at the different levels. Teachers were also asked to compare these categories to their current understanding of natural selection and the way that they taught it. Then teachers were asked to use the learning progression as a tool to help identify areas in which formative assessments might be developed, to anticipate how students might respond to the assessments they developed, and to interpret student ideas shared in response to the formative assessments.

Sources of Data

We draw upon parallel sources of data from each study. At Springfield, we met with teachers monthly for two academic years and use data from both of those years, beginning with the first
meeting in August 2008 and running through enactment of the natural selection unit in March of 2010. At Monroe, we draw upon data from the first two years of the Elevate project, a baseline year in which we conducted interviews with teachers (2010–2011) and a year in which we conducted monthly professional development meetings in which we introduced the learning progression to teachers and they used it to develop and enact formative assessments (2011–2012). We videotaped professional development meetings at both schools, collected artifacts and field notes around these meetings, and conducted interviews with teachers at the conclusion of the natural selection unit. The interview protocols from each study are included in Supporting Information Table 1 accompanying the online article. Table 3 summarizes the sources of data from each project.

To process the video data we collected across the two years at each participating school, we created content logs of each of the professional development meetings by writing descriptive accounts of the speakers, events, and artifacts used in one-minute intervals. Portions of the content logs of interest (e.g., places in which the learning progression was explicitly described, development of the formative assessments, descriptions of enactment, or expressions of the role of the learning progression during instruction) were then transcribed. Transcripts included speaker, descriptions of affect, and gestures referring to artifacts.

Analytic Approach

We uploaded content logs of professional development meetings and transcripts of interviews and artifacts into the Dedoose data analysis program for analysis. We then developed sets of \textit{a priori} codes to apply to these sources of data (Miles & Huberman, 1994). The codes applied to the professional development videos and interviews are included in Supporting Information Tables 2 & 3 accompanying the online article. For the professional development meetings, these codes included when and how the learning progressions and CAP documents were brought up and used by the teachers to sequence instruction, design formative assessments, and interpret student thinking. For the interviews, we wanted to explore ways in which teachers reflected upon their experiences in the professional development meetings, and as such created codes to track statements referring to elements of their community, including the work in which they were mutually engaged and the tools that they used (e.g., the learning progression and the CAP documents). We applied these codes to the data iteratively, moving back and forth among the different sources of data within each school site, and then wrote numerous research memos focusing on how the learning progression organized the work of each community. When relevant,

Table 3
\textit{Sources of data, by school}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data Source</th>
<th>Daphne Project Springfield HS</th>
<th>Elevate Project Monroe HS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Professional</td>
<td>Monthly for timeframe during 2008–2009 and 2009–2010 academic years; both raw videotapes and</td>
<td>Monthly meetings from the 2011–2012 academic year; raw video and transcribed sections of</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>development videos</td>
<td>1-min logs</td>
<td>video</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interviews</td>
<td>End-of-year semistructured interviews conducted with participant teachers in 2009 and 2010</td>
<td>End-of-year semistructured interviews conducted with participants both prior to the intervention (2010) and after the first year of the intervention (2011)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Artifacts</td>
<td>District pacing guide version A (CAP-A), formative assessment copies, learning progression, fieldnotes from professional development meetings</td>
<td>District pacing guide version B (CAP-B), learning progression</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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we created transcripts of certain excerpts of professional development meetings and then coded these transcripts to provide additional depth to our analysis.

Throughout this process, we triangulated each of our propositions with multiple sources of evidence (Yin, 2003). We wrote multiple research memos documenting these propositions and linking them to relevant coded evidence from the sources of data. We also created coding reports within Dedoose to facilitate looking across the data corpus at each site to identify patterns that emerged across the course of the study (Miles & Huberman, 1994). We then created and shared multiple interim case summaries for more critical and reflexive feedback, returning to the data to search for additional confirming and disconfirming evidence.

To ensure validity and reliability in this approach, we made explicit our theoretical assumptions, triangulated our claims from multiple sources of evidence, based our findings upon observation over many years at the partner school sites, and checked our claims with each other (Merriam, 1998). By operationalizing our steps in analysis and documenting our propositions at every step with research memos, we created a chain of multiple sources of evidence (Yin, 2003). Once we wrote up case reports, we invited a member of our research team who had worked on both studies but who had not been involved in the present analysis to read and provide feedback on our case reports. This researcher carefully evaluated our claims in light of the evidence we provided, as well as her own experiences at the school sites, and raised critical questions to which we then responded and, in some cases, returned to our data for further analyses to strengthen our case reports.

Results

In this section, we will detail the two case studies, describe each version of the learning progression, and then will contrast the cases with each other. In each case study, we will tell the story of the learning progression as a boundary object and how it coordinated the work of each community. In the Springfield case, we will illustrate the ways in which the teacher and researcher members developed the learning progression in the community, and its role in organizing the ways that teachers made instructional plans, developed formative assessments, and identified and interpreted student ideas. We will then describe work that the research team performed to further develop the learning progression after it came out of the Springfield community. Then, in the Monroe case, we will illustrate how the learning progression, as a boundary object, informed the ways in which teachers made instructional plans, designed formative assessments, and interpreted the ideas students shared. Finally, in a section of cross-case analyses, we will reflect back upon the different ways in which the learning progression coordinated the work of each community.

Case 1: Springfield High School

Prior to joining the research project, the teachers at Springfield High School did not plan their units together, nor did they have common planning time during the day. Each time they approached their principal to ask for planning time, the teachers would be told that, given the size of the high school and the number of teachers responsible for introductory biology courses, it was simply not logistically possible to have a period of the school day in which there were no biology courses being taught while teachers were planning together. Consequently, at the beginning of the Daphne Project, teachers at Springfield did not teach their instructional units in the same sequence or with the same activities. This state of affairs existed despite the fact that the district’s CAP-A document had been provided to them to help them align their instructional units with each other and with the goals of the district. Robyn reflected that teachers at Springfield had leeway to do as they wished without much oversight from the district:
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I think you can get away with a lot here, like not having to conform to the district’s requirements or whatever just for the fact that our school does so well, and it’s always nationally recognized, and all that kind of stuff, so a lot of the planning and whatnot we’re supposed to be doing based on what the district is telling us doesn’t actually go on.

[Springfield High School, post-interview, April 2010]

Perhaps as a result of the lack of district enforcement, there was a great deal of variation at the beginning of the study in terms of what teachers included in their evolution units, and how long those units lasted.

To initiate a conversation about what teachers currently did in their instructional units, the research team began the study by creating, under the guidance of Erin, a university researcher who acted as facilitator, a conceptual representation (Loughran et al., 2008) that represented their own understanding of natural selection, and activities they used to teach it. Among the ideas that teachers identified about natural selection were that species change over time, and only those genetic changes that can be passed on from parents to offspring play a role in natural selection. Within each of these categories, teachers talked about the activities they used to teach these ideas, as well as the difficulties students had when learning them. Teachers noted that one of the biggest challenges facing their instruction was that students often thought that animals change because they want or need to, or that there were reasons for these changes. During this process, Rachel brought up Mayr’s (1982) facts and inferences, a common framing for the different elements of natural selection. Rachel said that she structured her unit by teaching each individual facts and inference to build up to a complete explanation of natural selection.

Informing Initial Versions of the Learning Progression. At the next meeting, the researchers shared a rudimentary learning progression with teachers focused upon the big idea of natural selection as articulated in the National Science Education Standards (NRC, 1996). This draft or hypothesized learning progression had been developed by the research team on the basis of prior research into student ideas about natural selection (Bishop & Anderson, 1990; Daghe & Boujaoude, 2005; Ferrari & Chi, 1998; Geraedts & Boersma, 2006; Shtulman, 2006) as well as the only published learning progression about natural selection available at the time (Catley et al., 2005). In addition, researchers drew upon analyses of student responses to formative assessments and a pre-posttest collected as part of a pilot study (see Furtak, Morrison, Iverson, Ross, & Heredia, 2011). Analyses of student responses in the pilot study yielded a categorization of more and less sophisticated ideas about natural selection linked to categories identified in the literature cited above (Figure 2). This “map of student ideas,” as it was called in the study, included four levels: unclear or undifferentiated ideas as its lower anchor, then the classic “misconceptions” about natural selection, a blending of these “misconceptions” with terms used to describe natural selection, and the classic “correct” understanding of natural selection as its upper anchor (Furtak, 2009). In addition to this list of four categories of student ideas, the map included example student responses collected during the pilot study, and feedback ideas brainstormed by the research team.

At the same time, and in response to Rachel’s suggestion, the researchers also brought a listing of Mayr’s facts and inferences as another way of representing the ways that the concept of natural selection could be disaggregated into separate learning goals. In this way, the two graphical representations that ultimately became the Daphne Learning Progression were introduced early in the study, one representation introduced by researchers, and the other suggested by the teachers (Figure 3).

As the work at Springfield continued through the study, researchers often encouraged teachers to repeatedly reflect back upon these two representations—the map of student ideas about natural
selection, and Mayr’s facts and inferences—not only to design formative assessments, but to interpret the ideas students shared.

Developing Formative Assessments. The teachers then engaged in the process of developing formative assessments for their natural selection unit using these two representations as resources.
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In the November 2008 meeting, following Rachel’s suggestion that the facts and inferences be used as a framework to sequence activities in the unit, Erin asked the group to think of activities they currently used that might teach the different facts and inferences. At this meeting, teachers had three resources in front of them: the current district standards, the map of ideas, and the facts and inferences. Erin mentioned that teachers had a number of activities and examples they used to teach the ideas in facts 1–3 and inference 2, but then observed, “It seems like you have a lot of, this is the simpler part of the facts and inferences, I mean it’s not, getting into facts 4 and 5 it’s more complicated.” Erin noted that the facts and inferences did not get at where new variations come from, and stated

Erin: I am interested to hear what kind of activities you might use to teach this idea of, or to get around this whole idea of this category of this needs based change, it’s coming up again and again and it seems in hearing you all talk, it seems like you have more activities for population dynamics and looking at the variation and it seems like we don’t collectively have so much for the, where the mutations come from-

Lisa: - It needs to be something that gets the point across that all the mutations, the changes are already there when whatever conditions hits that then becomes an advantage and I don’t have anything like that.

[Springfield High School, professional development meeting, November 2008]

In this exchange, the facilitator used the phrase “needs-based change,” which she pulled directly from the map of student ideas, to challenge the teachers to also consider how this idea is taught along with the facts and inferences. Teachers then discussed videos they currently showed students to teach these ideas, expressing concern that the videos might not actually address these needs-based change ideas, but might actually “feed into these ideas.”

Rachel: It just has like really fast animals, or deep sea or you know like organisms extreme organisms and how do they get here or why are they like that but now that I think of the video it definitely doesn’t address, in fact it feeds into these ideas.

Erin: Why do you say that?

Figure 3. Mayr’s five facts and three inferences about natural selection (Mayr, 1982, pp. 479–480).
Rachel: Because it says things like, yeah we had a, you know the pronghorn antelope. Why are they so fast? Well there used to be a North American cheetah that they had to run away from. You know so it’s that type of thing that doesn’t help.

Robyn: Prey has to be faster because the predator is faster then the predator has to be faster because the prey is faster.

[Springfield High School, professional development meeting, November 2008]

Teachers then reflected upon how they had a number of activities that teach the ideas of evolution, and noted that even when they were able to get students to the point where they could “regurgitate” ideas about natural selection, they were not sure that they completely understood. Chris mentioned that in his class, he taught students the same saying over and over:

Chris: . . . “mutations cause things to be different, some live some die. The ones that live have babies and the babies tend to look like their parents.” There’s like four kids that this is the exact same thing I wrote ten minutes ago yesterday and the day before that was every single day over and over . . . By the end they could all regurgitate it pretty well, but-

[Several teachers together]: - Do they understand it?
[Springfield High School, professional development meeting, November 2008]

After a conversation about different scenarios that demonstrate populations changing in response to the environment, Erin suggested that these examples might be developed into a formative assessment that would engage students with different scenarios and ask them to explain whether the scenario illustrated change of an individual within its lifetime, or what the teachers came to call “evolutionary” change, or a change within a population over time.

This example illustrates how the two representations of the facts and inferences and the map of ideas acted as a framework for discussing teachers’ current activities, to challenge them to consider how ideas on the map were considered, and led to the idea for a new formative assessment with the facilitator’s support.

In the January 2009 meeting, which was held immediately prior to enactment of the unit, the conversation came directly back to the two representations and how to use them in guiding instruction. Rachel wondered aloud how the list of student ideas might be directly adapted into a formative assessment, stating

Wouldn’t it be kind of fun to, to just print out almost as a like this would be their test, print out the example student responses and say, you know, what is wrong with this response, what is wrong with this response? . . . Well I mean, the one with the [peppered] moth, I mean, there’s two different things with the moths, right? So they could just look at the moth question again, at the end, and you know, you could say something like, well, here are some sample answers and fix it or change it so that it reflects . . . because sometimes I think even if, I think it will be interesting for them to see, oh well, I would have said that. And oh, I didn’t know that was wrong.

[Springfield High School, professional development meeting, January 2009]

The other teachers responded positively to Rachel’s idea, with Chris noting, “That would be good for discussion” and Lisa responding, “That would be good, and you would address directly what they should not be thinking.” These comments reflect different underlying reasons for using such an assessment, such as stimulating discussion or reinforcing what students should not be learning. Despite this difference in intention, the teachers ultimately developed a formative
Identifying and Interpreting Student Ideas. During enactment of the unit in late January 2009, Chris and Lisa uncovered a new student idea that was not represented in either the map of student ideas or Mayr’s facts and inferences. Lisa had asked students to do a free write about “everything they knew about natural selection.” After class, she and Chris, who taught next door, looked at the student work together and put it into stacks, similar to what they had done in the professional development meeting, labeling them “Eugenics/Anthropomorphic, Accurate Natural Selection (Sometimes Not Complete), Inconclusive, Lamarck.” The “anthropomorphic” and “accurate” categories were drawn from the learning progression, and the ‘Lamarck’ category was similar to the “need-based change” category on the learning progression but named for Jean Lamarck’s ideas that organisms change in response to the environment (National Academy of Sciences, 1998). The category of “eugenics” had not been previously discussed in the monthly meetings and was not represented in the learning progression. Lisa and Chris described this new idea in the February 2009 meeting as follows:

Lisa: And then Chris and I, we were procrastinating fourth period, and we sorted them out into piles according to anthropomorphic, and one thing we found was eugenics, because in the Galapagos video, it talks about the female iguanas tolerating smaller males because the smaller males can survive an El Niño year whereas the larger males produce the larger babies and the larger the offspring the less likely they are to survive an El Niño. And so they took that to mean that the female iguanas are intentionally breeding with the, either the smaller iguana or the larger iguana according to what’s going to happen the following year so that’s why...[trails off]

Robyn: Chris used the same version of it.

Chris: And I think, a lot of it was because we were talking about artificial selection today, so then, I think that’s why they chose that, because they were thinking like, if humans choose which animal can breed is artificial selection, then animals must do the same thing. And that’s natural selection. That they get to choose.

Rachel: But they do choose, it’s just not -

Lisa: But the reason I put it with a misconception is because animals choose based on what the conditions will be next year, whereas the accurate statement would be that animals do choose, but not based on something that’s going on in the environment.

[Springfield High School, professional development meeting, February 2009]

The group took to calling this the “eugenic” misconception and Lisa even added it as a distractor on a multiple-choice formative assessment activity in which students were asked to provide reasons for why populations of the *Biston betularia* or peppered moth changed color during the industrial revolution. Although Lisa alone used this version during the first year of the study, all of the teachers used it during year 2. In addition, the community agreed it should be added to the map of student ideas the researchers provided at the beginning of the study. In this sense, teachers identified and reified a new idea through their own enactment of the formative assessments that were developed to elicit student ideas.

Merging the Two Representations Into the Daphne Learning Progression. At the end of the first year of the study, Chris had a breakthrough when he suggested combining the two representations of natural selection—the map of ideas and the list of Mayr’s facts and
inferences—into one learning progression. During an interview, when asked by the research team to describe how these two representations had influenced his instruction, he said,

Well, I thought they were both useful, because one [Mayr’s facts and inferences] is this, “this is how it works,” and one is, not how it works, and what the students think [map of ideas]. So I think whether you’re looking at the dark or the light, you need to see both of those things to really understand how to teach the kids, so I think both of them go together side by side, because for every student misconception, it’s linked to the Mayr’s five facts and inferences, and whenever there’s a right idea in their student thoughts, it’s because of one of those. [Springfield High School, post-interview, April 2010]

Chris went on to describe how the two maps might be combined into what he called “the ultimate graphic organizer.”

Based on his suggestions the research team worked in the summer of 2009 to merge two representations together into what ultimately became the Daphne Learning Progression (Figure 4). Creating this representation began with reflections upon the map of ideas, and the discovery that the four levels confounded ideas of the origin of variation with the processes of differential survival and reproduction (see Furtak, 2009). The research team first created two separate, smaller maps of ideas for each of these dimensions of natural selection and then, following Chris’ suggestion, mapped each of these smaller maps onto a larger representation of Mayr’s facts and inferences. The final product included a sequential progression of “correct” ideas about natural selection on the horizontal axis and maps of how two of those ideas in develop in vertical axes below.

The teachers then used this revised version of the learning progression as a guide to interpret student ideas, both by watching each other enact the formative assessments on video, as well as to examine examples of student work. In the November 2009 meeting, teachers took up the issue of where the everyday ideas represented in the learning progression came from. Pat challenged the other teachers by asking if they had ever engaged their students in such a discussion:

![Learning Progression/Map of Ideas for Natural Selection](image)

*Figure 4.* Daphne learning progression (originally presented in Furtak et al., 2012).
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Pat: Did you ever discuss with kids and ask them things like, where did you get this idea of need-based change?
Rachel: No, because I think it’s just so pervasive in the entire -
Pat: - but I think it might be a good idea to ask them, like where did you get this idea, like you seem to think that the environment causes these or that they need to change so they go and change to adapt. Where did you get that?
Rachel: I mean, we were talking about the chili pepper thing you were talking about, I mean [Erin] was giving us an example of how they were talking about it like that on Science Friday on NPR.
Pat: Oh yeah, scientists do that kind of thing all the time.
Lisa: They hear survival of the fittest and it never goes any deeper than that until they’re really into a more advanced science course and so I think they probably just interpret that as you know, as their brains interpret it -
Chris: - I think whenever the word “something adapts to its environment” it’s always needs-based change, that’s the way that word is used -
Lisa: - and think of adaptation as an action -
Pat: - but it would still be interesting to talk to them and say, what was it that made you think this? What in your life experience gave you this impression?
[Springfield High School, professional development meeting, November 2009]

The conversation led the facilitator, Erin, to point to a specific example from Rachel’s enactment of a formative assessment where she provided feedback to her students to move them from a lower level of the learning progression toward the ‘correct’ fact that students were expected to learn from that activity. In this way, the facilitator brought the new version of the learning progression back into the community to inform discussion and interpretation of student ideas.

Coordinating Instructional Plans. Teachers had several conversations through the course of the study about the two representations and their role in organizing the natural selection unit. For example, at the January 2009 meeting, Rachel asked Erin about the role of the two representations in her instruction, suggesting that the facts and inferences might be more useful for her in sequencing instruction:

Rachel: Do you think it generally, ’cause right now the way I’m leaning is you know I’m taking those five facts and I’m just going to march through and teach each one, whatever, and I don’t know, do you think that’s important to cover before you give them something like this?
Erin: That’s a really good question because I was thinking about that earlier today, I was trying to think how does this fit with that, because they’re really two different things, . . . I think that you could probably, you wouldn’t have to do all of it and then it goes together, because I think that some of these student responses are pretty closely related to some of the facts and inferences, you know like, characteristics are inherited, um, you could do it there. Let’s see here. I mean I guess that some of them [looking at the two representations], hmmm, that’s a good question that I don’t have an answer to. I guess OK because if you did it after Fact 5 then you would be so basically marching through it . . .
Rachel: I mean, not that it has to be boring or bland -
Erin: - of course not -
Rachel: - but I just feel like you can’t throw this stuff at them with the results you want if they’re not equipped to know . . .
Erin: Like this stuff? [holds up the map of ideas]
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Rachel: Right, or, I mean, if you just start with them. Because this is what they’re all probably thinking anyway, as they sit there before they’ve been taught, um, do you point these out first [map of ideas], and then go back and talk about the inferences because they’ll connect to it more because they said oh, well I should listen up because I would have gotten that one wrong, or, I don’t know?

[Springfield High School, professional development meeting, January 2009]

The preceding conversation indicates that teachers were not always sure how to make sense of the two representations, and how they should inform formative assessment and the way they taught the unit.

In her end-of-year interview conducted in the spring of 2009, Rachel repeated her questions about the different possible sequences for the unit, stating, “There are better sequences than others…is it better to, you know, address Mayr’s five facts just in one chunk? Or is it better to break it up? I mean, I don’t know.” At the same interview, several other teachers suggested that it might be a good idea for them to try to come into closer sync with each other, rather than all doing their own unit planning as they had done before. For example, Alison said that she had followed Theresa the previous year, but hoped to come up with “The best order in which everything was taught.” During professional development meetings in the fall of the 2009–2010, teachers discussed their interest in all using the same formative assessments and eventually decided to all teach their units in roughly the same sequence. In this way, teachers used their shared repertoire of formative assessments and the learning progression as an opportunity to come into sync with each other in their instruction.

At the conclusion of the study in the spring 2010, we asked teachers during interviews to explain how the learning progression had influenced their instruction. Teachers cited both Mayr’s facts and inferences and the map of student ideas structures of the learning progression. Robyn called the facts and inferences structure the “backbone” of the unit, but also said she used the map of student ideas structure as well. She stated, “I think that they were both equally useful, because one allowed me to organize the unit, and the other one allowed me to organize specific lessons, and get at specific misconceptions that I hadn’t really thought of before, and hadn’t really put much thought into, like how do I get rid of this misconception, or how do I approach this?” Robyn also referred to the map of student ideas in the learning progression as having helped her give students feedback, stating that “in this case I took the time to jot down a couple things, or write down questions like, ‘Well, what about this?’ To hopefully lead them, if they looked.”

Similarly, Theresa reflected in her spring 2010 interview that she had used the facts and inferences to structure her teaching of the unit: “The five facts and three inferences. I kind of used that as a way to guide my teaching or the topics that I hit…And then the map of student ideas, more than anything I just kind of referred back to that as I looked over the formative assessments…as I read the student responses to the formative assessments, it just kind of helped remind me of the places where students could run into problems and kind of helped me categorize what I was reading in the student responses.”

In contrast, Lisa stated in a spring 2010 interview that she introduced the facts and inferences later, but was more focused on the map of student ideas structure. When asked how the learning progression influenced her planning of the unit, she said, “Well, definitely the misconceptions did. I didn’t do the facts and inferences until the very end, mostly because I was focused on the misconceptions, instead of specifically making sure they understood why we understand natural selection the way we do.” These excerpts illustrate that while teachers relied on both structures of the learning progression, they drew upon them in different ways to inform their instruction.
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Although teachers alluded to the learning progression when directly asked about it, as indicated in the sections above, it was usually an implicit tool that underlay but was not always specifically referenced in professional developments or in interviews. During the course of the study, as teachers uncovered a new student idea, suggested using the facts and inferences as a backbone, and brought their units into alignment with each other and with the learning progression, the learning progression became part of a shared language within the community. Two teachers noted the unique status the learning progression held within the community and helped teachers to identify particular lessons or approaches. In the spring of 2009, Chris said he would “throw it [the learning progression] in the trash” if given it by another teacher. When asked why he would do so, Chris responded,

Because it’s not mine. For some reason we like what we do, so if I made one it would be the best one ever, and if someone gave it to me, they’re probably not very good at it. Even though that’s the same thing I said to them, you can give them something, people still don’t want to give you something, because they want to feel like they’re a part of it.

[Springfield High School, interview, May 2009]

Similarly, Robyn noted during her interview at the end of the study that teachers at another school would not have had “the discussions that we had and I think the discussions are actually pretty important. Like it’s not just the end point; it’s the journey along the way.” In this way, both Chris and Robyn acknowledged that the learning progression as a tool might not have the same meaning to members of another community as it did to them, given their own involvement in its development.

Learning Progression as Boundary Object

At the conclusion of the Daphne Project, the research team analyzed the version of the learning progression shown in Figure 4 and used it to systematically analyze student responses to the formative assessments. Through this process, the research team found that certain student ideas were not easily captured in this representation, and that additional ideas could be mapped underneath other facts and inferences. Based on this process, the research team updated the learning progression into a new version called the Elevate Learning progression. This version was based on Chris’ “Ultimate Graphic Organizer” design from the Daphne Project, but included a number of additional ‘student ideas’ structures for the learning progression (Figure 5).

The Elevate Learning Progression represents natural selection in multiple dimensions organized into a logical sequence of facts and inferences based on Mayr’s (1982) framing. We developed a smaller map of student ideas for each dimension that illustrated how student understanding can progress from everyday ideas to the scientifically accurate explanations (see Furtak et al., 2011, for more details on this process). Thus, the Elevate Learning Progression consisted of multiple learning progressions, with the horizontal axis representing how the concept of natural selection is constructed of multiple ideas, and the vertical axis including a set of maps for each individual piece of each idea.

While some of the facts and inferences have only one map of ideas below them, we broke others into smaller component dimensions. For example, we disaggregated fact 4 into three distinct dimensions: Random Mutations, or the process by which new traits arise as a result of random genetic processes; Variation, or the idea that no two individuals within a species or population are exactly alike; and transformationist ideas, or the idea that organisms are not able to transform themselves to adapt to environmental changes. Then, for each of these dimensions, we articulated the different understandings that students may exhibit before they develop a correct understanding represented in the top level of each construct map.
To provide an example of the level of detail we included in the new Elevate Learning Progression, we will describe the Random Mutations and provide a sample of the information we developed in Table 4.

This dimension refers to the idea that new traits arise as a result of random genetic processes. These new traits may arise through a variety of processes (e.g., crossing-over, new combinations...
of genes, mutations) and may be of many types (helpful, deleterious, or no effect). What is crucial in this category is that students acknowledge that new traits occur entirely spontaneously. The upper anchor of Random Mutations involves students stating that random mutations in an organism’s DNA or genetic processes led to the generation of new traits within individuals of a population. The intermediate and lower levels of Random Mutations involve students mentioning key words like “random”, “mutation,” or “DNA” without really explaining those words. Student responses commonly will fall into this category when they have heard their teacher use these words in describing natural selection, but don’t fully integrate these words into a description of random processes leading to new traits, or if they use those words along with anthropomorphic ideas about organisms changing themselves in response to the environment (e.g., the idea that moths can mutate to have the right color to match the bark).

We brought this version of the learning progression to partner schools in the Elevate project with the intention that it serve as an organizing framework for instruction and formative assessment design. We developed in-depth descriptions of the ideas within each of the vertical maps of ideas on the learning progression, accompanied each with examples of student responses, and provided all of this information to teachers at Monroe as part of the Elevate study. In this way, the learning progression became a boundary object that traveled between the two communities. In the following case report from Monroe High School we describe the ways in which members of that community took up the learning progression.

**Case 2: Monroe High School**

Learning progression enters the community. We introduced teachers to the learning progression in the fall of 2011 following a year of baseline data collection. At the September 2011

---

Table 4
**Detailed information about random mutations dimension of elevate learning progression**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Example Student Response</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Random mutations</td>
<td>Student describes one or more of the random genetic mechanisms by which new traits arise.</td>
<td>A species changes over time because of random mutations and gene shuffling. Random mutations can cause a change in a species’ gene pool. And gene shuffling is the different combinations of genes that come from the parents. If species are separated long enough, the species’ gene pool changes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environment causes change with genetic basis</td>
<td>Changes occur as a result of genetic mutations in direct response to the environment and/or not random.</td>
<td>Animals mutate to fit in with their natural surroundings. So becoming darker helps to keep them in camouflage.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unclear or vague</td>
<td>Student refers to mutations or random changes leading to new traits but does not describe a mechanism for how that happens.</td>
<td>If a mutation happens it can effect the whole species by creating a variety of differences from color change to more or less help against gathering food and protecting against predators.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trait not present</td>
<td>Description of differences in traits not given at genetic level or denial of change in genes.</td>
<td>I picked my answer because none of the other seemed all the way correct.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
meeting, we engaged teachers in an activity in which they explored data about the students’ performance on pre- and posttests about natural selection from the baseline year and identified areas for developing formative assessments. As part of this activity, we asked teachers to examine student response data linked to the learning progression as a way to introduce the teachers to the learning progression and its potential to support them in interpreting student ideas. During this initial introduction teachers reflected upon the activities that they had enacted during the baseline year and their potential influence on student performance on the tests. In this discussion, Donna related her confusion about teaching natural selection to the results of the pre-posttest:

I would say that we are unclear about what we should be focusing on . . . when I think about natural selection and going through that process I have my own ideas about what it is. But when it’s broken down like this I’m not touching on what needs to be touched on for the understanding to occur. I’m actually seeing increase in the unclear or the second one down [referring to the levels of the learning progression] where it’s more of the major misconceptions so maybe I’m unclear on what it is that I’m supposed to be teaching, that’s what I see with my data. Some of the things are going up some of the things are improving but I’m seeing where I’m getting a lot of kids with that misconception.
[Monroe High School, professional development meeting, September 2011]

In this comment Donna attempted to make sense of her student responses with respect to her own understanding of how she taught natural selection. In looking at the learning progression, Donna recognized that she had a different understanding of the process and began to wonder how her instruction had led to a greater proportion of misconceptions. Similarly, Kim also used the learning progression to explore student data from the test and related her students’ performance to her instruction the previous school year. When Erin focused the teachers on the genetic origin of traits, noting that students have common ideas about mutations that come from their everyday experiences, Kim reflected, “I know for a fact that I haven’t gone deep into any of that topic. We just never get to that point.”

Towards the end of the meeting, Erin pointed out that at the next meeting the teachers would use the data and the learning progression to design formative assessments so that they could surface some of these ideas in class. This led Mark to think about how the learning progression’s representations of student ideas could be used moving forward when planning for instruction.

One thing is kind of neat here is that you are real specific in your facts and we got to make sure that when we are teaching this that we don’t reinforce some of the misconceptions by explanations. It’s nice to know where the kids’ misconceptions come from.
[Monroe High School, professional development meeting, September 2011]

The preceding examples illustrate how each of the teachers engaged with the learning progression and student responses, asking questions about the facts and inferences and reflecting on his or her own teaching in light of the data. There was little mention of other tools during this activity, although Kim did bring in standards at times when she probed the group about how the learning progression related to the standards. Thus, even at this early stage, Kim was already trying to make sense of the learning progression in light of tools provided by the state and district.

Making instructional plans. The three Monroe teachers differed in the ways they drew upon the learning progression as a tool for planning their instruction over the course of the study. In pre-interviews conducted during the baseline year, all three teachers referred to the CAP-A as the pacing guide for their units and noted that there was little flexibility in the amount of time they could spend on a given unit. For example, Kim said, “We have CAP documents in this district and
that’s what we have to teach. So that’s what I teach.” Donna lamented having to move on before she was ready because of the requirements of the CAP-A, stating, “I do my best to try to make sure that they understand. However, with our CAP documents the way they’re set up, we really don’t have the luxury of time.” While Kim kept a close allegiance to the district pacing guide in planning the unit, Mark and Donna expressed interest in using the learning progression to plan the unit, albeit in different ways.

Kim’s loyalty to the district pacing guide became apparent in the first professional development session in October of 2011 in which facilitators asked the teachers to draw upon the learning progression while planning their formative assessments. By coincidence, Kim had invited a district curriculum specialist to attend this meeting. The facilitators guided teachers to use pretest scores for the current cohort of students alongside the learning progression to identify areas that the students needed to work on during the unit, and to identify common areas within the learning progression around which to develop formative assessments.

While Mark and Donna engaged in the tasks of picking focus areas from the learning progression, Kim hesitated to choose an area because, as she stated, she had not yet seen the district’s revised CAP for evolution (CAP-B). At one point, Kim even turned to the district representative to ask if the district had created a guide for the CAP-B that she could see and use. “Without having seen the CAP as far as it goes with natural selection and evolution it’s hard to pick where we should go. So [turning to the district representative], can you fill us in?” The group erupted in laughter, including the district representative, and before she could respond, Mark jumped in with his preference for using the learning progression to plan the unit. “This thing here [gesturing at learning progression] is the best thing to look at to help clarify what they mean. I think we need to look at this to see what’s most important.” Mark eventually became fixated on student ideas about fitness and suggested that their focus be on the part of the learning progression related to those ideas. “Fitness is something that’s an easy fix too. We need to flat out define fitness and realize our ESLs [English language learners] have a different version.”

Donna similarly wanted to use the learning progression to inform her instruction, but viewed it as a list of vocabulary to focus upon and then to look for connections between those concepts.

Yeah, and then I almost like to approach this unit as this is the essential vocabulary that the kids need to understand, and how are we going to reinforce that, build from the basic with what the vocabulary is and how does that intertwine with each other with concepts? I just like to take this unit—start fresh from ground zero—how are we going to build this together to make this specific unit. So does that make sense?

[Monroe High School, professional development meeting, October 2011]

However, Kim’s insistence on seeing the new CAP-B before making any decisions prevented the teachers from agreeing upon an area of focus for developing formative assessments. After Donna made the preceding suggestion of using the learning progression as a list of vocabulary upon which to base the unit, Kim responded, “Well, I think we have to wait and see. I don’t know what the CAP says about this part and that makes it really hard.” Erin, the facilitator, then turned to the district curriculum specialist and asked her directly if the district was going to provide a plan for the Evolution unit. Erin and the district specialist then discussed how the learning progression provided more detail than the CAP-B and the district representative agreed that the learning progression and the CAP-B overlap enough so that whatever the teachers chose to focus upon would also be on the CAP-B. Eventually, Kim stopped insisting on seeing the CAP-B before making a decision and told the other teachers to choose any aspect of the learning progression to focus on as they developed their formative assessment.
Erin: Ultimately I want you to pick three [pieces of the learning progression], but if you aren’t ready to narrow that down I’m not going to push you about it. I know that we only have about five or seven minutes left before you have to get back to class.

Donna: I really want to do random mutations, well fact four I guess.

Erin: Kim, Mark, how do you feel about that?
Kim: Good. Whatever. It doesn’t really matter... [mumbles, shaking her head]

[Monroe High School, professional development meeting, October 2011]

In this excerpt, we see that Kim only gave in to using the learning progression to set goals for the formative assessment when the district specialist had insisted that the learning progression was consistent with the detailed CAP-B. However, Kim withdrew herself from the process, letting the other teachers identify areas of the learning progression.

By the February 2012 meeting, the CAP-B had been released by the district, and Kim used it to develop her proposed plan for the evolution unit. At this meeting, which was intended to involve teachers in developing formative assessments, Kim did not mention using the learning progression as an additional tool to plan the unit.

It’s not perfect, all I did was I took the CAP and I looked at “the students will be able to do” [statements from the CAP-B], and then I used the textbook and put everything in order of the textbook and then I put a square where the CAP said we have to cover.

[Monroe High School, professional development meeting, February 2012]

Donna attempted to connect Kim’s plan back to the learning progression, but Kim continued to emphasize the CAP-B document over the learning progression.

Donna: [taking out the learning progression] So we had talked about the biotic potential, stable populations, limited resources.
Kim: Stable population is in [the] ecosystems unit.
Donna: Yeah, but I think the main thing is talking about how did populations change over time. That’s the big idea.
Kim: Yeah, but I think we are supposed to do it on the genetic level, because we already did the big picture. [reading from the CAP-B] “Evolution occurs on the heritable characteristics of population change across generations that lead populations to become better adapted to their environment.”

[Monroe High School, professional development meeting, February 2012]

Donna and Mark did not continue to push Kim to relate the learning progression and the CAP-B, but rather followed Kim for the remainder of the meeting as she suggested activities within her unit plan, and suggested where the formative assessments might be placed within that plan.

Ultimately Kim’s allegiance to the CAP-B won out as the primary tool that informed the way teachers planned the natural selection unit. Even though Mark went along with the CAP-B and Kim’s plan for the unit, he suggested in his end of year interview that the learning progression would become a planning tool for his instruction. “I’m basically going to take our learning progression out and go through it and make sure that we’re heading on the right track. It gives you a lot of really good ideas and it also gives me a lot of good ideas of what to cover too. These are all the pieces.” Mark also discussed the benefit of having the representation of student ideas and their misconceptions as a tool for planning and instruction.
I’m sure we didn’t address all the misconceptions beforehand with the learning progression. It’ll make sure that we address all the misconceptions and make sure they’re understood the way they should. And with the learning progression they also have various different stages of their misconceptions too, which I think is helpful.

[Monroe High School, interview, May 2012]

Here Mark focused on how he could anticipate misconceptions in advance and address them in his instruction. Mark’s interest in the learning progression as a tool for planning is also apparent in his participation in the development of the formative assessment in the professional development meetings. In the next section we describe the role of the learning progression in teachers’ development and revision of formative assessment tools.

**Developing Formative Assessments.** At the facilitators’ request, the teachers brought draft versions of their formative assessments to the meeting in March 2012 to explore and revise within the group. One of these was on vestigial structures, a concept from the CAP-B that was not included on the learning progression. Kim had developed the second formative assessment prompt based upon one of the common writing tasks they had created as a result of the work they had done previously with the district. Erin asked the teachers what they expected the students’ responses to look like for the question as written. This question initiated a long conversation in which the various boundary objects—the learning progression, the CAP-B, and the writing task—bounced up against each other as the teachers attempted to coordinate their work around drafting the formative assessment.

During this process of revision, Kim privileged the CAP-B and the common writing task rubric the teachers had previously used for evaluating what constituted a “right” answer. As the teachers were going back and forth about what they wanted student responses to look like, Kim again referred to the rubric, suggesting that the writing task was more important than which of the key ideas they identified about natural selection. Later, when teachers were revising the writing prompt to use as a formative assessment, they disagreed over whether they should use the word “species” or something less technical that might be more familiar to students. Kim went straight to the pacing guide, saying, “I’ve got the CAP here, let’s see what it says.” Sara, the second university facilitator, and Kim then looked over the CAP-B document together, noting that it included yet another representation of the concept of natural selection that was different from other resources Kim was using.

Throughout the meeting, Kim struggled with how to interpret the CAP-B and use it in drafting the formative assessment. At one point during the meeting she picked up the CAP-B and said,

That goes back to what you were saying [pointing to Erin], what is it that we really want them to know? Because it’s a big ugly mess on here [CAP-B]. I don’t even know anymore. I don’t know, the CAP is like what’s supposed to drive everything that we do, in addition to your work [looking at Erin], but [picks up the CAP-B] this is like impossible to understand sometimes.

[Monroe High School, professional development meeting, March 2012]

This quote illustrates Kim’s struggle to understand the CAP-B and use it alongside the learning progression. While she understood the importance of setting learning goals for students, the confusion she felt over the CAP-B constrained her ability to use the learning progression to set those goals.

In contrast, Mark and Donna did not reference the CAP-B while revising the formative assessment. Mark instead referenced his interest in evaluating students’ use of everyday language.
with the word fitness during the revision process, an interest he identified from the learning progression. In the following excerpt Erin suggested a change in the prompt to focus more on fitness and Mark agrees with her suggestion.

Mark: That might be a neat idea though to toss out the word fitness because, well what I think is neat about that word, is this is how they view fitness and this is what we mean by fitness, you know.
Erin: Yeah, there’s these two meanings, yeah.
Mark: And that might be a good way of, and this as a preassessment, it’s good so we can find out. [Monroe High School, professional development meeting, March 2012]

He also pushed back on Kim’s insistence on using the CAP-B as the guide for designing the formative assessment. He was openly critical of the CAP-B, suggesting that the work they were doing in Elevate was making them more expert on natural selection. “You know what though, the people that wrote that to be honest I don’t think will understand natural selection when we are done as well as we do.” This quote suggests that Mark had more faith in the learning progression as a planning tool than in the CAP-B.

Donna also privileged the learning progression in response to Erin’s question about what the teachers expected from student responses on the formative assessment. She read off the list of concepts on the learning progression as ideas she hoped students would use in their response.

Erin: All of them or just two of them [ideas about natural selection]?
Mark: Well just two of them, it says just two of them. The two that are the most -
Donna [reading from the learning progression]:—so variation, organisms’ inheritance, rate of population growth, differential survival and reproduction. [Monroe High School, professional development meeting, March 2012]

Donna actively engaged with the group in revising the prompt to be more accessible to students, often referring to what she thought would be easier for the students. “We could make it real simple and just write, ‘describe the process by which animals change over time’.” In this way, she attempted to make the prompt as simple as possible so that students would be able to write something.

As the preceding examples illustrate, the teachers varied in the ways in which they drew upon the learning progression as a planning tool during the process of formative assessment design. Kim’s insistence on using the CAP-B ran counter to Mark and Donna’s attempts at using the learning progression to develop and revise the formative assessment. The result was one formative assessment that did not reflect ideas in the learning progression and the other that merged ideas from the learning progression and the CAP-B.

Interpreting Student Ideas. After the teachers enacted the formative assessment in early April 2012, we asked them to use the learning progression to analyze student ideas in responses to the writing prompt. During this meeting Kim and Donna were able to identify variations in their students’ responses and related them to the learning progression, as the following exchange illustrates:

Donna: So there were some of the fact three limited natural resources. A little bit, several of kids mentioned predator prey relationships, nobody got random mutations.
Erin: I think I saw one or two talking about genes.
Kim: Yeah, one said something.
Erin: But it wasn’t like in a science-y way, it was kind of like how humans -
Kim: - Humans get it.
Donna: Transformationist, is that transforming from one animal to another? [Monroe High School, professional development meeting, April 2012]

In this example Donna and Kim attempted to use the learning progression to understand student ideas. At the same time, Donna asked a question about the transformationist ideas, indicating that she was also still trying to understand some of the levels from the learning progression.

In May 2012 during her end of year interview, Kim reflected on how the learning progression influenced how she thought about student ideas in natural selection.

Before I don’t think I ever made the connection like there were chunks of student misconceptions and chunks of student learning. I think it was kind of like all or none. You get it or you don’t and I really couldn’t see past that. I think it’s allowed me to when I’m grading student work now to put it into little piles. Okay, this one understood this and this one understood that and this one’s lacking this. It’s helped me to categorize how students are understanding. [Monroe High School, interview, May 2012]

In this way Kim appeared to leave the CAP-B behind and talk more specifically about how the learning progression, despite her initial struggles, ultimately helped her reframe the way she thought about student ideas in the natural selection unit.

In contrast to Kim and Donna, Mark resisted using the learning progression to understand his students’ thinking. During the April 2012 meeting, he explained that his students’ lack of English skills prohibited them from answering the formative assessment and giving him any information.

My kids didn’t write a lot, it was a little bit of a language barrier. I told them not to worry about it so much if they really didn’t understand it. I only had about five kids that really responded well to it. [Monroe High School, professional development meeting, March 2012]

In this way, Mark repeatedly justified his lack of interest in looking at student responses by referencing their limited English skills. While Sara attempted to engage Mark in looking through his students’ responses, he repeatedly got up from the meeting table and disengaged from the conversation. In this instance, Mark’s views of his students and their inability to respond to the question prohibited him from working with his colleagues to use the learning progression to interpret student ideas.

Cross-Case Analyses. In this section, we will reflect upon how the different versions of the learning progressions coordinated the work of the communities at Springfield and Monroe High Schools in making instructional plans, developing formative assessments, and interpreting student ideas. Given the already noted differences in the studies and school sites, we do not intend to make direct comparisons across the two cases we have presented. Rather, we intend to explore how our analyses of each site reveal information about each other and help to raise questions for the use of learning progressions as supports for classroom teaching and learning.

At Springfield High School, the key element of teachers’ work in the Daphne Project was to inform the design of a new learning progression to guide their instructional planning and formative assessment design and enactment in their natural selection units. The case study above illustrates
the ways in which the Daphne learning progression was a co-constructed representation that
merged information brought by the teachers, in terms of Mayr’s facts and inferences and the
eugenic misconceptions, as well as the researchers, in terms of their own synthesis of research into
student thinking about natural selection. As the Springfield case illustrates, over time and at our
initiation, the teachers coordinated their work around the two representations that were ultimately
merged into the Daphne Learning Progression in three ways. First, the learning progression
provided opportunities for teachers to interrogate the way they currently sequenced their natural
selection unit and to ultimately reorganize their units around a common instructional sequence
defined by Mayr’s facts and inferences. At the same time, they decided to address the ways that
particular ideas developed when teaching the associated facts and inferences to which they were
linked. These two sequences were ultimately captured in the learning progression. Second, the
teachers drew upon the learning progression and their shared instructional sequence to develop a
set of formative assessments designed to elicit student ideas about natural selection. Finally, the
ideas in the learning progression became part of a shared language within the community and
helped teachers to identify particular lessons or approaches that might have reinforced naïve ideas
in their students. Furthermore, teachers’ engagement with the learning progression to sort and
interpret ideas was evidenced by their contribution of a newly uncovered student idea to the
learning progression.

Our work at Monroe centered on facilitating the use of the learning progression to create
formative assessments and evaluate student work on those formative assessments to inform future
instruction. Overall, a lack of a shared repertoire within the community led to differential
engagement in the various goals of the professional development. As a result of the school wide
initiative to focus on writing, our own introduction of the learning progression, and the district’s
introduction of the CAP-B, the teachers at Monroe worked with multiple tools in their repertoire
and appropriated these tools in different ways. We found that teachers’ work was coordinated
around the formative assessments they created, but these were supported more with the CAP-B
instead of the learning progression. In effect, the teachers’ joint enterprise became trying to make
sense of how to use the learning progression along with the other tools available to them. Kim
struggled to use the learning progression as a planning tool and privileged the CAP-B in her
development and revision of the formative assessment tools. However, Kim did easily engage with
the learning progression in looking at student ideas generated from the formative assessment.
Mark, on the other hand, seemed more interested in using the learning progression to plan and
even criticized the CAP-B in light of what he was learning from the learning progression.
However, he resisted using the learning progression to look at and evaluate student responses that
didn’t reflect correct scientific ideas. Of the three teachers Donna seemed to be the only one to
engage with the learning progression in both the planning the formative assessment and evaluating
student ideas.

Role of the Learning Progression in Coordinating the Work of the Two Communities. In
contrasting the two cases, we note the stark contrast between the two schools in which we did this
work. Despite the fact that they were located in the same school district, the communities existed
in vastly different contexts and administrative climates. Furthermore, as we have noted several
times, the role of the learning progression was different in each community. Not surprisingly, then,
we observed differences in the extent to which the learning progression coordinated the work of
teachers in each community.

At Springfield High School, we found that the biology teachers were able to coordinate their
work as they contributed ideas to the learning progression, used the different representations of the
learning progression to inform the sequencing of their units, and develop formative assessments.
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Over the course of the two year study, teachers used the formative assessments and learning progression as an opportunity to bring what were previously disparate instructional units into closer sync with each other, and teachers were mutually engaged in the exchange of materials and discussion of practices within the community. All of this took place in an environment of little district or administrative oversight; that is, teachers were free to plan as they wished, and the CAP-A was only used as a rough guide for where to place instructional units throughout the school year.

Throughout this process, the learning progression was present, but in the background; the teachers were integral in its construction, contributing Mayr’s facts and inferences as an organizing framework, a new student idea, and a design integrating what were initially two disparate representations. However, the teachers did not identify the learning progression as one of their main take-aways from participating in the project. In this way, the learning progression became a reified object of the Springfield community, an embodiment of the collective knowledge of teachers and researchers. As Cobb et al., (2003) wrote, “The reifying object is, therefore, a relatively transparent carrier of meaning for members of the community in which it was created” (p. 19).

In contrast, teachers at Monroe High School were working in a context in which they were reminded constantly about their school’s improvement plan and all the tools that were being provided to them to help boost their students’ achievement. The level of administrative oversight they experienced was so great that an assistant principal regularly participated and a district curriculum specialist also attended a meeting. Further complicating the situation, during our work at Monroe, the district significantly changed the pacing guide teachers relied upon to know what they were responsible for teaching, pushing the work of the community out of coordination.

Our framing of the learning progression as a boundary object predicts that it would be differently taken up and used by the Monroe teachers as compared to those at Springfield. Indeed, our analyses of the professional development meetings at Monroe reflect the differential use of the learning progression within that community. Instead of serving as a focal point, the learning progression was one of a jumble of tools that were not well aligned with each other. Cobb et al. (2003) similarly found that “teachers experienced and continually had to cope with a tension between the agendas of the school leadership communities and mathematics leadership community as they developed their instructional practices” (p. 20). The competing agendas represented by these tools—to have students write responses in particular ways, to completely reorganize and re-sequence an entire year’s curriculum in biology according to district dictates, and to design assessments intended to draw out student ideas—created a context in which teachers were challenged to focus on any one tool to support their teaching. While there was rarely consensus in terms of how to use the learning progression, we did find that teachers coordinated their work around this tool in that they were able to successfully design formative assessments and reflect upon student ideas.

Discussion

The NRC (2007) predicted, “Ultimately, well-tested ideas about learning progressions could provide much needed guidance for both the design of instructional sequences and large-scale and classroom-based assessments” (p. 220). In this paper, we took up this suggestion by exploring two cases of teacher communities engaging with learning progressions through the lens of communities of practice (Wenger, 1998). We found that the mutual engagement and joint enterprise of each community seemed to depend not only upon the role teachers played in development of the learning progression, but also the coordination of the learning progression with other tools provided teachers to structure their planning. At Springfield, teachers took ownership of the learning progression as they co-developed it, and did not concern themselves
with coordinating this tool with others provided by the district. In contrast, teachers at Monroe were introduced to the learning progression as users, and as a result—at least Kim—did not use it in the same way. In this section, we will reflect upon the two cases in terms of their implications for learning progressions as tools for teachers, the learning progression structures, and suggestions for future work.

Learning Progressions as Boundary Objects

In this paper, we followed Kazemi and Hubbard’s (2008) suggestion that boundary objects provide a focus for the study of professional development. Following Star and Griesemer (1989), we viewed the learning progression as a boundary object in that it could “serve to coordinate the perspectives of various constituencies for some purpose” (Wenger, 1998, p. 106). Our intention was that teachers use the learning progression to coordinate the work of their learning communities in developing formative assessments, identifying student ideas, and organizing instruction. We found that the learning progression took on meaning through its use at each of the different schools and served the purposes of planning instruction, developing formative assessments, and interpreting student ideas in different ways. Star delineated three components for boundary objects: interpretive flexibility, the structure of work process needs and arrangements, and the dynamic between ill-structured and more tailored uses of the objects. The learning progression reflected each of these components at each of the different sites, as well as within our own research group.

With respect to Star’s (2010) conception of interpretive flexibility, or the varying of the use and interpretation of the object varying across contexts at each site, we found that the teachers at each site interpreted the learning progression in different ways. At Springfield the teachers focused on how the unit could be sequenced with Mayr’s facts and inferences and the best order of instruction. At Monroe, the teachers interpreted the representation differently, with one teacher interpreting the learning progression as a list of vocabulary words to focus instruction on, whereas another teacher emphasized the intuitive ideas as represented in the learning progression as markers to look for during instruction. At Springfield the interpretive flexibility of the learning progression supported the convergence of the teachers around the unit of instruction because they could talk through which component led into another. The interpretive flexibility of the learning progression hindered the collective work of the teachers at Monroe, in that their differential interpretations prohibited their mutual engagement in professional development activities.

With respect to the structure of work process needs and arrangements, Star (2010) noted that boundary objects allow community members to work together in the absence of consensus. The interpretive flexibility of the learning progression meant that teachers could still use it to coordinate the work of creating common formative assessments without full consensus on the role the learning progression would play in their formative assessment practice. Indeed, we observed teachers in both studies working around the learning progression without necessarily using it in the same ways. At Springfield, we saw teachers coming to unique conclusions about how to structure their unit during the first year in response to the learning progression, and at Monroe, we observed teachers taking up the learning progression and using it to inform their instruction and interpretation of student ideas in different ways.

We did observe a dynamic between both tailored and ill-structured uses of the learning progression. At both schools we noted instances in which teachers referred to ideas within the progressions without actually calling it out by name at all, indicating the influence of the representation on their community. In other instances, teachers pored over the learning progression together, considering how it might inform the structure of their units or design of...
formative assessments. According to this decomposition of the role of the learning progression, it served as a boundary object even if it did not coordinate the design of formative assessment in the two communities in the same way.

**Role of Context, Participants, and Communities**

Viewing summaries of the cases in proximity to each other raises a number of questions about the role of school context in terms of the teachers themselves, the district pressures, and other school initiatives, as well as the ways in which different teachers took up and used the learning progression. With respect to school context, the lack of oversight at Springfield enabled teachers to freely reconstruct their units around the learning progression they helped to develop, and the formative assessments they designed grew out of a combination of their own conversations about the learning progression and their existing instructional activities. The reification of their ideas about the organization of the unit into the learning progression contributed to the coordination of their work around this tool. In contrast, the accountability climate at Monroe meant that the learning progression served a different function within that community. The learning progression was just one of multiple tools provided teachers to organize their instruction, and teachers struggled to balance it with the other information they had been provided. In this way, the learning progression may have maintained its coherence and meaning across the different communities, but it was taken up differently as a result of the participants and climate of each school. This result suggests that the accountability context in which teachers use learning progressions may be integral to the ways in which they are taken up as tools to support teaching and learning. These results are perhaps not surprising given the role that context and participants play in the communities of practice framing (Lave & Wenger, 1991).

We also raise the issue that the participants at each site also influenced the outcomes of the study. While it was not a specific focus of this analysis, one might also attend to specific differences between individuals in each community (e.g., van Es, 2009). Certainly, we do not claim that all individuals in every community held the same view of students and the formative assessments. Our results indicate that some teachers within the study held deficit perspectives of their students, reflecting in interviews and professional development sessions that their students would not be capable of understanding particular ideas, or engaging with certain formative assessment activities. Other teachers noted that the intention of formative assessment was to show students what the incorrect answers were, while others saw the assessments as opportunities to draw out student ideas.

The combinations of individuals at each school site contributed to different conversations and different experiences at each school. At Springfield, teachers described different purposes for the formative assessments, and found different ways of using the different structures of the learning progression—for example, Rachel and Theresa relied on the facts and inferences to sequence their instruction, whereas Robyn and Lisa focused more on the map of student ideas. At Monroe, teachers’ engagement with the learning progression varied in relationship to Mark’s deficit framing of students, Donna’s focus on vocabulary, and Kim’s belief that district and state materials limited what she was able to teach. Such beliefs may play a crucial role in teachers’ practice (e.g., Luft & Roehrig, 2007; Richardson, 1996; Wallace & Kang, 2004) and may act as filters through which teachers come to understand new practices (Yerrick, Parke, & Nugent, 1997). Ultimately, as Cobb et al. (2003) noted, we do not wish to identify the extent to which individuals within the communities might have different personal resources for the purpose of finding deficiencies, but to take these differences as an indicator of the overall pedagogical resources that may—or may not—be present within the community. Professional development experiences should provide teachers opportunities to draw upon these resources, and to share their instructional goals with each other.
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as a way to address their core belief sets about students, curriculum, and assessment (Wallace & Kang, 2004).

Lastly, we would be remiss to not note that the nature of teachers’ engagement with the learning progression in the two communities was fundamentally different; at Springfield, teachers were positioned as tool developers; at Monroe, teachers were asked to use the tool. Our analysis showed that in the co-development of the learning progression the Springfield teachers reworked how they organized their unit, not because they took on a structure from someone else, rather than reorganized their unit using their own developing understanding.

These results indicate not only potential advantages of teachers engaging in co-construction of the learning progression as a tool to plan for their instruction, but also that drawing input from teachers on the design of learning progressions could be a useful way to get buy-in, as well as to honor and document the insights teachers have to learners and ideas at their own school. It is possible that these tools may be more helpful if teachers are engaged in the process of developing them (Keys & Bryan, 2001). These findings have importance for the NGSS, as they suggest that providing teachers opportunities to engage with the learning progressions on which the standards are based as designers, adapting the progressions to their own school sites and their own knowledge may increase the extent to which the standards are adopted.

A number of questions follow from these issues of participants, context, and community. For example, how might the cases look differently if the learning progression was developed at Monroe, and brought to Springfield? Would the learning progression have been a more central part of teachers’ repertoire of tools if they helped to develop it? What if the CAP document had been changed during our time at Springfield, and by the time we got to Monroe the teachers were already accustomed to it? Would the Springfield teachers have felt similarly disoriented by the tools if they were working at a school with greater district oversight? While we cannot respond to these questions, we believe that they help us to identify critical elements of each case that were at play in each case.

For example, the number of tools relied upon within the community and their coordination was a crucial difference between the studies. In addition, the changing district expectations during the study at Monroe created an extra layer of district involvement that was not present at Springfield High School. Finally, the actual practices around the learning progression—developing and reifying it versus appropriating it—were quite different in each study. These results suggest that using learning progressions with teachers is relevant to the contexts in which they are used, and that the consistency of the learning progression with the other tools that are a part of the repertoire of the community is a potential source of tension.

Reflecting Upon the Learning Progression Structures

As we reflect upon our analysis, we acknowledge that the accessibility of the learning progression in its different incarnations may have influenced the way in which it was taken up by each community. Over the course of the 2 years at Springfield, the learning progression was assembled piece by piece, beginning with two different representations that were ultimately synthesized into one. This developmental process may have allowed teachers to interact with each structure of the Daphne learning progression separately, considering on the one hand the decomposition of a well-articulated explanation as represented in Mayr’s facts and inferences, and on the other hand the representation of student ideas related to that well-articulated representation. Our analysis indicates that teachers did indeed work with the two structures separately as they considered how to structure their instruction and interpret student thinking. Then, when the two representations were merged, teachers may have been able to better coordinate their work around the final tool as they had been afforded the time and opportunity to work with each piece of it.
separately. In contrast, the Elevate version of the learning progression was presented to teachers as at Monroe as a completed tool, and as such teachers were not afforded the same opportunities to take up and work with individual pieces of the learning progression in the same way.

In retrospect, we admit that the learning progression constructed at Springfield might have been conceived in a format that would have better supported its adoption by the Monroe community. For example, it could have focused on fewer dimensions, as it did in its version we used at Springfield, allowing the Monroe teachers to coordinate their work around fewer dimensions. Similarly, we could have presented the learning progression to this community piecewise, starting with the facts and inferences and then focusing on a limited number of smaller dimensions rather than giving it to them wholesale and asking them to identify sections of focus for themselves. Furthermore, one might imagine a version of our learning progression that would move away from Mayr’s representation as an organizing structure and decompose the development of a well-articulated explanation based upon the way it develops across grade level, and better represent the productivity of particular student ideas within dimensions rather than as a stand-alone dimension. This approach would draw upon a principle articulated by Wiser, Smith, and Doubler (2009), who intended their learning progression to establish “learning goals in terms of anchors and stepping stones rather than in terms of pieces of expert understanding” (p. 3). This type of learning progression would better mirror those created by Catley et al. (2005), Lehrer and Schauble (2012) and Metz, Sisk-Hilton, Berson, and Ly (2010), and may ultimately assist teachers in drawing upon the ways in which student ideas develop across multiple grade levels, not only within one instructional unit.

Future studies might focus upon how the representation of student ideas in the learning progression might influence the way teachers use it to guide their instruction. Indeed, the multidimensionality of the Elevate learning progression might have included an overwhelming amount of information that spread teachers’ attention too thin, versus the simpler representations used in the Daphne study. It is possible that had the learning progression at Monroe focused on fewer aspects of natural selection, it would have been taken up differently. It is possible that teachers would have felt more supported and felt differently had these representations been presented to them differently. Furthermore, future studies could contrast different methods for introducing learning progressions to communities to explore the ways in which teachers responded. For example, one such study could work with the same learning progression but then explore whether presenting it wholesale versus piecemeal would better support teachers’ coordination of work.

Professional Development to Support Teachers in Using Learning Progressions

In closing, we acknowledge that the findings of this study have implications for supporting instruction with learning progressions. Given the reliance of the Next Generation Science Standards (Achieve, Inc., 2013) on learning progressions, thousands of teachers will soon have opportunities to explore the ways in which learning progressions might support classroom instruction. The results of the present study suggest that based on differences in contexts of schools, teachers will take up and work with them in different ways and therefore support the need for implementation research that addresses not only what works, but for whom and under what circumstances (Penuel & Fishman, 2012).

A key finding of this study has been to identify the essential role of long-term professional development to support teachers as they learn to use learning progressions to inform their instruction. At each school site we observed ample evidence of the professional development facilitators guiding teachers in understanding the information the learning progression contained, and drawing upon it to guide their instructional design and interpretation of student ideas.
Furthermore, as the Monroe case illustrates, teachers will need support as they coordinate the learning progressions with other tools they have been provided in the past. However, our findings also suggest that the learning progression was often an implicit tool for teachers which influenced the way they described student ideas, but was not necessarily explicitly referenced during interviews and professional development settings. Future studies might explore the ways in which the tacit influence of learning progressions was related to teachers’ instruction in this and other studies.

Teachers often make sense of reforms collectively, relying on their shared understanding of what they are being asked to do, as well as how teaching and learning are organized in their schools (Coburn, 2001). As teachers make sense of reform, they not only interpret the reform, but they also actively create their response to that reform. This active creation of responses to changes in the environment of schools has been referred to as sensemaking (Coburn, 2001, 2004; Spillane, Reiser, & Reimer, 2002). Future studies may focus explicitly on learning progressions from the perspective of sensemaking, as teachers measure the utility of learning progressions as compared to their current practices in the design of their learning opportunities for students.

Nevertheless, as Grossman, Smagorinsky, and Valencia (1999) noted, teaching is a profession focused upon appropriation of tools. The NGSS are the latest in a series of tools that teachers will be asked to integrate into their practice as appropriators, not as co-developers. Ultimately, the coming challenge for science teachers, professional developers, and educational researchers will be to better understand the supports that teachers will need to use these objects to coordinate their work at their school sites. Only then will the full potential of learning progressions to guide classroom instruction be realized.
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